
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Please read the instructions carefully. You are allotted 5 minutes specifically for this purpose.

1. The question paper consists of 40 Objective Questions, for each question you will be awarded 3 marks if
you have darkened only the bubble corresponding to the correct answer and zero mark if no bubble is
darkened. In case of bubbling of incorrect answer, minus one (–1) mark will be awarded.

2. It is mandatory to fill all the required informations on the OMR Sheet.
3. Blank papers, clip boards, log tables, slide rule, calculators, mobile or any other electronic gadgets in any

form are not allowed.

4. All rough work should be done only in the extra blank papers provided by the invigilator with the question
paper.

5. Use Black or Blue Ball Pen to fill the bubbles on OMR Sheet.
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1. What could be the maximum value of C in the following equation?

1268456384  CBA
(A) 3 (B) 5 (C) 4 (D) 6

2. There are four prime numbers written in ascending order. The product of the first three is 385 and that of
the last three is 1001. The last number is:
(A) 11 (B) 13 (C) 17 (D) 19

3. The HCF and LCM of two numbers are 11 and 385 respectively. If one number lies between 75 and 125, then
that number is:
(A) 99 (B) 88 (C) 77 (D) 110

4. What is the digit in the hundred place in the product of first 45 even natural numbers?
(A) 6 (B) 5 (C) 4 (D) 0

5. A labourer is employed for 30 days only on the condition that he will receive Rs. 75 for each day he works
and will be fined Rs. 5 for each day he is absent. If he receive Rs. 1610 in all, find the number of days he
remained absent.
(A) 7 (B) 9 (C) 8 (D) 6

6. If L1, L2 & L3 are parallel, then :

(A)  90,60,40 cba (B)  30,40,30 cba
(C)  20,50,40 cba (D)  20,40,30 cba

7. In a quadrilateral ABCD,  90B and 2222 CDBCABAD   then ACD is equal to:
(A) 60° (B) 30° (C) 90° (D) None of these

8. A four digit perfect square whose first two digits and last two digits taken separately are also perfect
squares is:
(A) 6481 (B) 4925 (C) 3625 (D) 1681

9. If ,04.04.04.004.0 ba   then value of a
b

is:

(A) 0.016 (B) 2
125

(C) 16.0 (D) None of these
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10. A square is converted to rectangle by increasing its length by 20% and decreasing is
width by 20%. Which of the following statement is true?
(A) Area of rectangle = area of square (B) Area of rectangle = 120% area of square
(C) Area of rectangle =96% area of square (D) Area of rectangle = 50% area of square

11. Of a certain sum, 3
1

rd is invested at 3%, 6
1

th at 6% and the rest at 8%. If the SI for 2 years from all these

investments amounts to Rs. 600, then the original sum was:
(A) Rs. 2000 (B) Rs. 3000 (C) Rs. 4000 (D) Rs. 5000

12. There were only two candidate in an election. One got 62% votes and was elected by a margin of 144 votes.
The total number of votes cast were..............
(A) 500 (B) 600 (C) 700 (D) 800

13. ABCD is a parallelogram. Find the angles x,y and z in the given figure.

(A) 40°, 50°, 60° (B) 60°, 60°, 60° (C) 50°, 50°, 50° (D) 60°, 70°, 70°

14. Find the value of 2251541082510  81
16

144
25

729
225











(A) 16
69

(B) 7
54

(C) 3
31

(D) 13
108

15. A worker is paid Rs 139.20 for 3 days.
(i) What will he get in the month of June (in Rs)?
(ii) For how many days will he be working for Rs. 696?

(i) (ii)
(A) 1392 15
(B) 15 1392
(C) 1382 20
(D) 1392 20

16. If '' stands for divison’, '' stands for ‘multiplication’, '' stands for subtraction’
and '' stands for addition’, then which one of the following equation is CORRECT?
(A) 381712206  (B) 57171236 
(C) 621712206  (D) 701712206 

17. Ritu and Priti starts walking from a fixed point. Ritu moves 5 km westward and turns left and then covers 6
km. Priti moves 7 km northward, turns left and walks 5 km. The distance between Ritu and Priti now is.
(A) 10 km (B) 13 km (C) 8 km (D) 6 km
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18. Find the missing number.

(A) 11 (B) 12 (C) 22 (D) 33
19. There are three figures X,Y and Z showing a sequence of folding of a piece of paper. Figure (Z) shows the

manner in which the folded paper has been cut. Select the figure from the options which would resemble the
unfolded form of Figure (Z).

(A) (B) (C) (D) 

20. Count the number of cubes in the given symmetrical figure.

(A) 14 (B) 16 (C) 18 (D) 22

21. If ,)25.0(8
16
1 2

34
xx

x







 



then find the value of .1
22

17


x

(A) 2 (B) 22
39

(C) 1 (D) 17
22

22. Given that the number 67y19 is divisible by 9, where y is a single digit, what is the least possible value of y?
(A) 3 (B) 9 (C) 7 (D) 4
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23. Which most closely resembles the mirror image of the given word. STROKE

(A) (B) (C) (D) 

24. Count the number of triangles in the following figure.

(A) 8 (B) 10 (C) 12 (D) 14
25. A duck flew at 18 km per hour for 3 hours, then at 15 km per hour for 2 hours. How far did the duck fly in all?

(A) 69 km (B) 75 km (C) 81 km (D) 84 km
26. Cost of 3 cricket balls = cost of 2 pairs of leg pads.

Cost of 3 pairs of leg pads = cost of 2 pairs of gloves.
Cost of 3 pairs of gloves = cost of 2 cricket bats.
If a cricket bat costs Rs 54, what is the cost of a cricket ball?
(A) Rs. 12 (B) Rs. 14 (C) Rs. 16 (D) Rs. 18

27. If ,907254168  then 8.169072.  is equal to:
(A) 5.4 (B) .54 (C) .054 (D) .0054

28.
22

4

422

4

422

4

4
111

ac

a

ccb

c

bba

b

a

p
p

p
p

p
p 

































is equal to:

(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 4

29. If ,9995 x then the value of 35 x is:

(A) 5
999

(B) 27
1000

(C) 125
999

(D) 125
1000

30. N

R

S

MQ

12 cm

P 18 cm

PQRS is a rectangle and M, N are midpoints of QR and RS respectively. Find the area of the shaded
region.
(A) 135 cm. (B) 145 cm. (C) 150 cm. (D) 152 cm.

31. The length of the circumference of a circle equals the perimeter of an equilateral tringle and also the
perimeter of a square. The areas covered by the circle, triangle and square are c, t and s, respectively.
Then.
(A) cts  (B) stc  (C) tsc  (D) tcs 
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32. ACBDBCAB  ,  and CE bisects º30,  AC . Then, what is CED  ?

A

B C

D

E

30º

(A) 30º (B) 60º (C) 45º (D) 65º

33. P and Q are two integers such that 64. QP  . Which of the following cannot be the value of QP  ?
(A) 20 (B) 65 (C) 16 (D) 35

34. Find the value of A,B and C respectively.

 

A0ACC
0BB51 
A40A
9C
38A

    
     

    
      
      





(A) 2,6,7 (B) 6,7,2 (C) 7,5,2 (D) 7,6,2
35. If y is an integer, which of following must be an odd integer?

(A) 352 3 y (B) y3 (C) 33 y (D) 523 y
36. The number of days left in the month of November are double of the number passed. How many days are left

in the month?
(A) 22 days (B) 18 days (C) 20 days (D) 24 days

37. If ABCD is a rectangle, find area of the shaded region (All dimensions are in m, and assume 22/7π  )

D C

11.2

A B12.6

(A) 74.75m2 (B) 76.75m2 (C) 78.75m2 (D) 81.75m2

38. If radius of a wheel of a bike is 39.9 cm. If wheel makes 4000 rotation in one minute, how far will bike travel
in 80 minutes? (assume 22/7π  )
(A) 802.56 km (B) 642.04 km (C) 882.82 km (D) 722.3 km
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39. Find the area of shaded part (area of each small square is 1 cm2).

(A) 7.5 cm2 (B) 8 cm2 (C) 8.5 cm2 (D) 9 cm2

40. ________% of 260 + 50% of 440 = 324. Find the missing number.
(A) 60 (B) 40 (C) 50 (D) 45




